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Abstract

Pain is a complex emotional experience that still remains challenging to manage.

Previous functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have associated pain with

distributed patterns of brain activity (i.e., brain decoders), but it is still unclear whether these

observations reflect causal mechanisms. To address this question, we devised a new

neurofeedback approach leveraging real-time decoding of fMRI data to test if modulating

pain-related multivoxel fMRI patterns could lead to changes in subjective pain experience. We

first showed that subjective pain ratings can indeed be accurately predicted using a real-time

decoding approach based on the stimulus intensity independent pain signature (SIIPS) and the

neurologic pain signature (NPS). Next, we trained participants in a double-blinded decoded

fMRI neurofeedback experiment to up- or down-regulate the SIIPS. Our results indicate that

participants can learn to down-regulate the expression of SIIPS independently from NPS

expression. Importantly, the success of this neurofeedback training was associated with the

perceived intensity of painful stimulation following the intervention. Taken together, these

results indicate that closed-loop brain imaging can be efficiently conducted using a priori fMRI

decoders of pain, potentially opening up a new range of applications for decoded neurofeedback,

both for clinical and basic science purposes.

Keywords (3-6): Pain, decoded neurofeedback, closed-loop brain imaging.
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Introduction

To this day, pain often remains a challenge to manage. The challenge comes in no small

part from the way pain is represented in the human brain. Indeed, previous studies have shown

that the neural representation of pain is complex and widely distributed [1,2]. This poses a

serious challenge for intervention as few techniques can readily modulate such distributed

patterns of brain activity. One approach that could potentially help us achieve this feat is decoded

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) neurofeedback [3]. Decoded fMRI

neurofeedback is a closed-loop brain imaging approach that combines machine learning with

fMRI neurofeedback [3]. Several studies using this approach have shown that individuals can be

trained to alter precise patterns of activity in their brain [3–8]. This specific type of

neurofeedback is thought to operate following the basic principle of reinforcement learning,

meaning that a rewarded “action” – modulating a pattern of neural activity – is in turn reinforced

[9]. In this view, neurofeedback may not differ significantly from any type of skill learning. The

main difference being that the rewarded action – changing patterns of neural activity – is

concealed and requires “decoding” in order to be reinforced.

One of the main potential advantages of neurofeedback for therapy is that patients could

learn to regulate their pain at will and without any medication. From the point of view of

patients, they would simply learn to optimize reward by, unknowingly, regulating the real-time

prediction of a pain decoder [10,11]. Previous experiments showed that such interventions can be

conducted completely unconsciously and still present very specific effects on physiology and

behavior [4–8,12]. For instance, it was shown that facial preferences can be modulated in the

positive or negative direction by training participants to regulate brain activity within the

https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/r4VI1+c9JfL
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/C4UkR
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/C4UkR
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/C4UkR+8QTq+i0lN+JURM+iYsY+fJgo
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/En2k
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/Iarj+TfSS
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/JURM+iYsY+fJgo+olKY+i0lN+8QTq
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cingulate cortex [12]. Following this rationale, it might be possible for participants to regulate

their pain-related multivoxel patterns without providing any explicit regulation strategies.

Demonstrating control over pain reports in this context would represent a rigorous double-blind

test of the direct link between the multivoxel patterns and pain experience, expanding previous

findings reported using univariate neurofeedback [13].

Before neurofeedback therapy can be easily and widely implemented, several objectives

must be achieved. Firstly, we need a clear target for neurofeedback as the intervention's success

depends directly upon our capacity to correctly identify the relevant pattern of brain activity.

Most previous decoded neurofeedback approaches aimed at training new brain decoders for each

individual participant. This approach likely affords the most individualized interventions but also

presents the disadvantage of being lengthy, as many experimental trials need to be acquired for

each subject in order to build new individualized decoders. With reduced data, individualized

brain targets tend to be more “noisy” and less accurate [14].

Between-subject decoders trained in the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space on

independent participants can potentially circumvent this problem [6]. It was previously shown

that such between-subject decoders can sometimes outperform individualized ones [15,16].

Over the last decade, two pain “signatures” were developed that can accurately predict pain

ratings in out-of-sample individuals [1]. The first one – the neurologic pain signature (NPS) –

was trained to track pain triggered by nociceptive stimuli [2]. The second one – the stimulus

intensity independent pain signature (SIIPS) – was developed specifically for predicting

variations in pain ratings that cannot be explained directly by the nociceptive input [1] (see

Figure 1A). This was achieved by training the decoder to predict the variations in residual pain

https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/olKY
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/NPuQ
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/EoeT
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/JURM
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/rpXC+zakI9
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/r4VI1
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/c9JfL
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/r4VI1
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ratings after controlling for the stimulation intensity and NPS response. For this reason, the

SIIPS decoder is thought to capture higher-level psychological factors – such as placebo and

cue-induced expectations [1] – which are presumed to contribute to the perception of pain. While

the SIIPS and NPS decoders appear to be sensitive and specific to the pain experience [1,2],

these findings remain correlational. As a result, it is still unclear if modulating the expression of

these decoders could also change the associated subjective experience. Answering this question

could potentially help narrow our search for new treatment strategies and help us directly target

how patients subjectively feel [17].

However, using an “off-the-shelf” decoder trained in the MNI space poses some

technical challenges. This requires a different approach from previous decoded neurofeedback

experiments, which were predominantly conducted in the native space using decoded brain

activity from only a few hundred voxels. Here, our goal is to process and transform whole-brain

data into the MNI space in real-time in order to conduct decoding with ~200,000 voxels. To

address this challenge, we adapted the ATR toolbox (https://bicr.atr.jp/decnefpro/software/) to

create a new real-time analytical pipeline by implementing most computations in parallel using

the graphic processing unit (GPU) of a relatively standard desktop computer. We first determined

if this processing pipeline could accurately predict pain ratings in real-time in out-of-sample

participants using SIIPS and NPS. Then, we randomly assigned participants to be rewarded for

the up- or downregulation of SIIPS. We conducted a five-day double-blinded decoded

neurofeedback experiment to assess the effect of training on subsequent pain ratings. First, we

hypothesized that participants in the up- and downregulation groups will respectively increase

and decrease the expression of SIIPS during neurofeedback, without changing the expression of

https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/r4VI1
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/r4VI1+c9JfL
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/ysnI
https://bicr.atr.jp/decnefpro/software/
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NPS, a brain decoder reflecting a related but distinct aspect of pain perception. Second, we

hypothesized that the modulation of pain ratings will be proportional to the success of

neurofeedback training.

To anticipate, we show that we can accurately predict pain ratings in real-time in

out-of-sample participants using SIIPS and NPS. Furthermore, we show that participants can be

trained to down-regulate the expression of SIIPS and that the success of this training is

associated with the intensity of perceived pain following the neurofeedback training.

Methods

Participants

Twenty-two participants were recruited from the McGill Psychology Human Participant

Pool, the McGill Studies for Cash Facebook page, and the Concordia Studies for Cash Facebook

page. Of those recruited, three withdrew immediately after signing up and three were excluded

because they did not meet the inclusion criteria. The final sample included 16 participants who

ranged in age from 19-29 years (M = 21.62; SD = 2.94). The study was conducted at the

Montreal General Hospital magnetic resonance imaging platform. Inclusion criteria were: (a)

aged between 18 and 45; (b) no current diagnosis of a neurological, psychiatric, or pain-related

disorder; (c) no psychotropic medications; (d) no contraindication to magnetic resonance

imaging. These inclusion criteria were specified on the recruitment advertisements and verified

through screening forms and an additional assessment on the first day of the study. The final

sample contained nine (56.25%) women and seven (43.75%) men. The study was approved by

the McGill University Research Ethics Board and the participants provided informed consent.
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MRI parameters

Participants were scanned using a 3T MRI scanner (i.e., Prisma Siemens) at the Montreal

General Hospital with a 64-channel head coil. During the experiment, we obtained 33 contiguous

slices (TR = 0.867 s, TE = 20 ms, Acceleration factor PE = 2, voxel size = 3 × 3 × 3 mm 3,

field-of-view = 192 x 192 mm, matrix size = 64 x 64, slice thickness = 3 mm, 0 mm slice gap,

flip angle = 58 deg) oriented parallel to the AC-PC plane, which covered the entire brain. We

also obtained T1-weighted MR images (MP- RAGE; 256 slices, TR = 2250 ms, TE = 3.06 ms, 4

voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm 3, field-of-view= 256 x 256 mm, matrix size = 256 x 256, slice

thickness = 1 mm, 0 mm slice gap, TI = 900 ms, flip angle = 9 deg).

Study Design

Participants were blinded to experimental conditions and randomly assigned to either up-

(N = 7) or downregulate (N = 9) the pain decoder (i.e., SIIPS [1]). The study outline is shown in

Figure 1B. The experiment was conducted across five days, with days two to five occurring

consecutively. A resting state scan was conducted at the beginning of each day to determine the

spontaneous fluctuations of SIIPS at rest. This information was used to establish a baseline to

scale feedback in real time using the mean and standard deviation of the distribution (see the

Real-time Processing section). Day one included an anatomical scan, a pain calibration session,

and the first pain session. We interspersed two blocks of sham neurofeedback between the pain

session blocks in order to match the sequence of events in the post-test procedure (Figure 1B).

Days two to four consisted of decoded neurofeedback training based on SIIPS activity. On day

five, participants performed a calibration session, three neurofeedback blocks (interspersed

between the pain session blocks), and the second pain session to determine whether the

intervention changed their subjective pain ratings.

https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/r4VI1
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Figure 1. A) Model weights of the Neurological pain signature (NPS) and Stimulus independent
pain signature (SIIPS). B) Study outline indicating the experimental procedure. C) One trial of
the pain assessment sessions (“pain session”) conducted before and after the decoded
neurofeedback intervention. D) One trial of decoded fMRI neurofeedback.

Calibration Session. A calibration session was conducted in the fMRI scanner before each pain

session (i.e., on days one and five) and determined the stimulus intensity that corresponded to a

pain rating of 50/100 on the visual analog scale. This was achieved by delivering 14 stimulations

of seven intensities (i.e., 41, 45, 47, 48, 48.5, 49, 49.5 degrees celsius), each lasting 3 seconds,

with a ramp up speed of 75 degrees/second (administered using the five bars of an MR

compatible T 09 probe and TCS device of QST.lab). We collected subjective pain ratings

following these stimulations and fitted an exponential function to the data in order to infer the

stimulation intensity associated with a pain rating of 50 on a visual analog scale ranging from

zero (i.e., no pain) to 100 (i.e., worst pain imaginable).

Pain Session. The pain sessions consisted of applying painful thermal stimulation to the left

forearm during the presentation of the target visual cue (i.e., leftward dot motion) or control

visual cue (i.e., still image of a fixation cross surrounded by a circle; see Figure 1D). Participants

were asked to report their pain rating after each trial using a visual analog scale, which ranged
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from zero (i.e., no pain) to 100 (i.e., worst pain imaginable). They performed four blocks, with

12 trials per block. Six of the trials included leftward dot motion (i.e., target visual cue) while the

other six included the still image (i.e., control visual cue). These conditions were included in

order to test if an association could be established between the visual cue and the SIIPS pattern

(see Condition in Table 3). The intensity of painful stimulations remained constant across all

pain trials and corresponded to the stimulation intensity established during the calibration

session.

Decoded Neurofeedback Training. In each trial of decoded neurofeedback training, the target

visual cue (i.e., dots moving leftward) was presented during the induction period while the brain

activity was being recorded (see Figure 1C). This data was preprocessed online (see Real-time

Processing section) and SIIPS was applied to the averaged brain activity during the induction

period in order to give a predicted pain value that was then presented visually to participants.

This feedback showed participants their accuracy in achieving the desired brain state based on

the diameter of the inner circle. To make the task more engaging, whenever the brain activity

was in the top 10 percentiles of expected expression (see Real-time Processing section), the

feedback circle turned blue indicating a “high score” bonus. Similarly, when scores were in the

top 30 percentiles for 3 trials in a row, a “high streak” bonus was provided. Importantly,

participants were not provided with any explicit training strategy; they were only asked to

manipulate their brain activity in order to maximize their monetary reward [10,11]. The

experiment was conducted in a double-blind setting; neither the participants nor the

experimenters were informed of the exact nature of the target decoder. They were simply

informed that they could receive up to an extra 20 dollars after each training day if they

https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/Iarj+TfSS
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performed well on the task. Participants performed eight blocks of 16 trials on each of the three

training days (i.e., days two to four), for a total of 128 trials per day.

Real-time Processing

It is necessary to conduct real-time analyses quickly in order to provide participants with

feedback regarding their brain activity. The feedback was presented six seconds after the end of

the induction cue in order to account for the delay of the hemodynamic response function. An

innovative aspect of the current study was to develop an analytical pipeline that included

computations carried with graphical processing units (GPU). Typical analytical pipelines

conducted on the CPU can be quite lengthy when applied to whole-brain data. For this reason,

we devised a GPU implementation that included the realignment procedure of the BROCCOLI

toolbox [18] as well as data management, standardization, detrending, and baseline correction

(see Figure 2-3) conducted using the MATLAB GPU array. The normalization and smoothing of

the data was carried out using functions from Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM) 12

(www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) [19].

There were three “receiver” instances that processed DICOM images as soon as they

were written to the real-time processing computer. These receivers converted the DICOM images

to a NIfTI format, realigned the NIfTI image to a mean fMRI BOLD image, normalized the

images to the MNI space and then sent this data to another MATLAB instance which can be

called the “collector”. This instance gathered pre-processed data from all three receivers. The

collector further processed the data by removing linear trends from the fMRI activity (using a 20

second baseline at the beginning of the experiment) and z-scoring it voxel-wise. To account for

the hemodynamic response function, we shifted the data by 6 TRs (TR = 0.867 s), averaged the

https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/5q8L
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/g2H3
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signal within a 6-TR time window and submitted this pattern to SIIPS. Since the output of SIIPS

cannot be directly interpreted as reflecting a specific pain rating, we needed to scale the output in

order to provide meaningful feedback to participants. In order to do so, we ran SIIPS on resting

state data to obtain a distribution of SIIPS expression at rest. We then used this distribution to

scale the feedback. Specifically, we obtained a percentile for the current SIIPS expression based

on the mean and standard deviation of the distribution that was observed during the resting state

session on the same day. In order to make the feedback more explicit to participants, percentiles

were rescaled so that values below 30 and above 70 were rescaled to 0 and 100 respectively

(Feedback score = (current percentile - 30)/(70-30)). This feedback score was communicated to

participants through the diameter of the feedback circle and paired with monetary reward.

Participants were informed that the diameter of the circle was directly proportional to their

monetary reward and that they could make up to an extra 20$ per day. In the up-regulation

group, the feedback score was directly proportional to the diameter of the circle while in the

downregulation group, the feedback score was inverted (100 - feedback score). This was

achieved so that a decreased SIIPS expression would be paired with the monetary reward. The

scalar value obtained using this procedure was transferred through the local network to another

MATLAB instance responsible for controlling the display presented to participants.
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Figure 2.Schematic representation of the real-time processing procedure. Brain data are first
transferred from the MRI console to the real-time processing computer through a local network.
The “receiver” instances pre-process each incoming image and send the processed data to the
“collector” instance which, in turn, is responsible for detrending and decoding the data (see main
text for more detail). The result of the decoding procedure is then communicated through the
local network to the display computer which is responsible for managing the experiment display
and providing the visual feedback to participants.

Data Analysis

Real-time processing speed and pain decoding.

We compared the processing speed of the real-time approach implemented on the GPU to

a standard approach using exclusively the central processing units (CPU). We compared the

processing speed of the “receiver” (i.e., alignment and normalization) and “collector” instances

(i.e., detrending, standardization and decoding). This was achieved using paired sample t-tests

comparing the processing speed of individual DICOM images and decoding trials.

We tested the real-time decoding procedure by evaluating the capacity of SIIPS and NPS

to predict pain ratings during the calibration session. As described in the study design, we

conducted a calibration session where participants received painful stimulations of varying

intensities and were asked to provide pain ratings after each stimulation. We used SIIPS and NPS

to obtain predicted pain scores based on brain activity and correlated the predicted scores with

the subjective ratings of participants. We conducted a sliding window analysis (6-TRs) on the

preprocessed images in order to determine how accurate the pain decoders were to predict

subjective pain ratings. For each time point, we performed a within-subject correlation between

the predicted and real pain ratings. One-sample t-tests were used to determine if the

Fisher-transformed correlation coefficients were different from zero. Significance was

established using a permutation test (i.e., 5000 sign permutations over the tested time windows

using a two-tail approach).
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Induction success.

We used multilevel modeling to examine if each group was able to successfully modulate

SIIPS induction. Furthermore, we evaluated if NPS activity (which was not the target of training)

was also affected by the intervention. In this model, trial and log(trial) are included as level 1

predictors in order to control for habituation/sensitization, while day (1 to 4) is at level 1 to

control for changes in induction success across time. In this model, group (up- or

downregulation) and decoder type (SIIPS or NPS) are level 2. Trial and log(trial) are grand mean

centered, group and decoder type are effect coded, and day is continuous. Bootstrapped estimates

were computed using the tab_model function in the sjPlot package [20] for all models based on

bootstrapped distributions (10000 replications, resampled at the trial level). The same function

was used to compute marginal and conditional R2 values. All multilevel models were built using

fixed predictors that should influence the outcome variable based on theory. Random effects

were added if they improved model fit.

The multilevel model can be represented by the following equations:

In the above equations, induction success (Inductionij) for each participant (denoted by j) on each

trial (denoted by i) is predicted by the level 1 variables trial ( ), log(trial) ( ), and day ( ),γ
10

γ
20

γ
30

and the level 2 variables group ( ) and decoder type ( ). There are also cross-levelγ
01

γ
02

interactions examining groups across days ( ), decoder type across days ( ), as well as groupγ
31

γ
32

https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/0RDT
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and decoder type across days ( ). This model also contains the fixed component of theγ
33

intercept ( ), a random component which is the intercept variance for each person (U0j) withγ
00

total variance 𝜏2, and the level 1 residual (Rij) with variance σ2.

In order to further investigate the interactions, we next ran two different multilevel

models - one for each decoder - to determine if participants were able to modulate SIIPS and

NPS induction separately across days. In these models, trial, log(trial), and day are level 1

predictors, while group is level 2. The following equations represent the models:

In the above equations, SIIPS and NPS induction (Inductionij) for each participant on each trial is

predicted by the level 1 variables trial ( ), log(trial)( ), and day ( ), and the level 2 variableγ
10

γ
20

γ
30

group ( ). There is also a cross-level group by day interaction ( ). These models also containγ
01

γ
31

a fixed intercept ( ), random intercept variance for each person (U0j) with total variance 𝜏2, andγ
00

a level 1 residual error (Rij) with variance σ2.

Next, we wanted to further examine if each group was able to separately modulate SIIPS

induction. To examine this, two multilevel models were run: one for the upregulation and one for

the downregulation group. These models can be represented by the below equations:
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Here, SIIPS induction for each individual in each group is being predicted. All other variables

are the same as in the previous models.

Pain ratings.

To ensure that no difference in pain ratings was present between groups on day one, an

independent-samples t-test was run between groups on averaged pain ratings for each person on

day one and 95% confidence intervals were computed. To determine if pain ratings on day five

were related to SIIPS induction, we employed multilevel modeling. In this model, condition (i.e.,

whether or not dot-motion was viewed during induction), trial, and log(trial) were all level 1

predictors, while group, pre-rating (i.e., pain ratings from day one), and SIIPS induction were all

level 2. The following equations represents this model:

In the above equations pain ratings on day five (for each trial of each individual in each group) is

being predicted by the level 1 variables condition ( ), trial ( ), and log(trial) ( ), and theγ
10

γ
20

γ
30

level 2 variables group ( ), pre-rating ( ), SIIPS induction ( ), and group-by-SIIPSγ
01

γ
02

γ
03
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induction ( ). This model also contains a fixed intercept ( ), random intercept variance (U0j)γ
04

γ
00

with total variance 𝜏2, and a level 1 residual error (Rij) with variance σ2.

To further investigate the interaction and group effect, two more models - one for each

group - were run to determine if, in each group, SIIPS induction modulates pain ratings. These

models can be represented by the following equations:

In the above equations, pain ratings on day five for each trial for each individual is being

predicted. All other variables are the same as in the previous models. All multilevel analyses

were conducted in the RStudio software for statistical analysis (RStudio Team, 2020, version

1.3.1056 [21] using the lme4 package, version 1.1.32 [22]). Data and analysis scripts are

available online (https://osf.io/mwvt5/?view_only=6633772dab064049887f6f9fe5b9188f).

Results

Real-time processing speed and pain decoding

The “receiver” processing speed was significantly faster using our GPU implementation

(M = .63, SD = .03) than using the standard CPU approach (M = 1.85, SD = .09; t(2600) =

-662.54, p < .001; Figure 3A). Similarly, the “collector” (i.e., detrending, standardization and

decoding; Figure 3B) processing speed was also significantly faster using the GPU

implementation (M = .15, SD = .04) than using the standard CPU approach (M = 1.4, SD = .4;

t(69) = -28.78, p < .001). Overall, the GPU implementation allowed the processing of an fMRI

image and decoding in 0.78 second compared to 3.25 seconds using the standard CPU approach.

https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/v8Ot
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/ZG0y
https://osf.io/mwvt5/?view_only=6633772dab064049887f6f9fe5b9188f
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Figure 3. Speed of real-time processing of fMRI data by (A) the “receiver” and (B) the
“collector” instances. Each data-point corresponds to one MRI image. Overall, the GPU
implementation allowed processing and decoding data in 0.78 second compared to 3.25 seconds
using the standard approach. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

We found that the prediction of SIIPS and NPS are indeed correlated with the pain ratings

of participants (Figure 4). The correlation was the highest during the time window 6 TRs

following the stimulation (SIIPS: t(15) = 3.843, p = .002, Cohen’s d = .99; NPS: t(15) = 9.049, p

< .001, Cohen’s d = 2.33). These results bring validity to our real-time decoding procedure and

justify using this time window as a target for neurofeedback.
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Figure 4. Correlations between the pain ratings and the real-time prediction of SIIPS (Left)
and NPS (middle). As expected, the SIIPS and NPS decoders appear to explain independent
parts of the variance of the subjective ratings (see right panel). Data were averaged within a
4-TR sliding window. The dashed lines correspond to the start of the thermal stimulation. For
real-time decoding, we shifted the decoding window by 6 TR to account for the hemodynamic
response function, which corresponds to the peak in decoding performance. Grey shaded area
represents significant results based on a permutation test. Blue shaded regions indicate standard
error.

Induction Success

We ran a multilevel model to determine whether group membership had an effect on

induction success (i.e., if participants are able to successfully modulate the activity of the SIIPS

decoder independently from NPS activity, which was not the target of training). We hypothesized

that participants could be trained to increase or decrease the expression of the SIIPS decoder as a

function of the experimental group. Furthermore, we hypothesized that this modulation would be

largely independent of the activity of NPS. We found a three-way interaction between decoder

type (SIIPS or NPS), group (up- or downregulation) and day (Day 1 to 4; = 358.141 [66.942,γ
70

650.002], t(13256.00) = 2.375, p = .016; see Supplementary Material Table S1). Using separate

models for SIIPS and NPS, our results indicate that group and day interact to predict SIIPS
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induction ( = 702.867 [121.826, 1283.2623], t(6621.25) = 2.339, p = .018; Table 1; Figureγ
03

5A), but not NPS induction ( = -.010 [-.452, .431], t(6620.03) = -.053, p = .965; Table 2;γ
03

Figure 5B). Specifically, it seems that participants in the downregulation group learned to

decrease SIIPS expression over the course of training ( = -632.032 [-868.812, -385.656],γ
01

t(3732.06) = -5.137, p < .001; see Supplementary Material Table S2), while the participants in

the upregulation group did not ( = 875.656 [-442.724, 2194.109], t(2886.76) = 1.292, p = .199;γ
01

see Supplementary Material Table S3). Therefore, these results demonstrate that the experimental

manipulation was successful in teaching participants in the downregulation group to decrease the

expression of SIIPS.

Table 1
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Figure 5. Multilevel model estimates of SIIPS (A) and NPS (B) decoder predictions across days

for the upregulation (yellow) and downregulation (blue) groups. Data points indicate the mean

decoder induction on each day for each individual participant. Shaded regions indicate standard

error.

Table 2
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Pain ratings

We investigated how the intervention affected the pain ratings of participants after

neurofeedback training. There was no difference in pre-ratings between groups on day one (Mup

= 44.556 [36.789, 52.323], Mdown = 47.557 [41.426, 53.687], t(12.575) = -.5792, p = .573). We

reasoned that group membership may impact pain ratings on day five as a function of

neurofeedback success (see Table 3). Indeed, the results indicate a significant interaction

between group and SIIPS pattern induction ( = -13.981 [-20.878, -6.948], t(11.00) = -3.974, pγ
04

< .001), such that in the downregulation group, a greater decrease in SIIPS induction was

associated with a greater decrease in pain ratings (see Figure 6). When examining each group

separately, we found that pain ratings were predicted by SIIPS induction in the downregulation

group ( = .009 [.004, .014], t(6.00) = 3.273, p = .001; see Supplementary Material Table S4),γ
02

where less SIIPS induction was associated with lower pain ratings. In the upregulation group,

SIIPS induction was not found to predict pain ratings ( = .000 [-.002, .003], t(4.00) = .031, pγ
02

= .963; see Supplementary Material Table S5).

Table 3
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Figure 6. Mean pain assessment predictions on day 5 across SIIPS induction for the

upregulation (yellow) and downregulation (blue) groups. Data points indicate the mean pain

ratings and SIIPS induction for each individual participant. SIIPS induction values are z-scored.

Shaded regions indicate standard error.
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The effect of expectations

While our experiment was designed to be conducted in a double-blind fashion (i.e.,

experimenters and participants were not aware of group membership at the time of the

experiment), participants still generally believed they were in the downregulation group when

asked at the end of the experiment. More precisely, the false-alarm rate in a two-alternative

forced-choice question was found to be .86 for the upregulation group and .11 for the

downregulation group. However, this is unlikely to explain the results as both groups equally

believed they were attempting to downregulate pain-related brain activity (i.e., 8/9 for the

downregulation and 6/7 for the upregulation group).

Discussion

In this study, we examined whether the subjective experience of pain could be changed by

training participants to modulate their own pain-related brain activity (i.e., SIIPS expression).

First, we found that pain ratings can be predicted in real-time using a novel method for online

decoding in the MNI space. Second, we demonstrated that participants can be trained using

decoded neurofeedback to downregulate the expression of SIIPS, which can be achieved

independently from NPS expression. Third, we found that the success of SIIPS downregulation

was associated with pain perception on Day 5. Taken together, these results suggest that

modulating SIIPS expression can in turn change the subjective experience of pain, potentially

making it a suitable target for therapeutic interventions.

In order to use an “off-the-shelf” brain decoder, we created a real-time analytical pipeline

leveraging GPU computing. Using this approach, decoding in the MNI space could be achieved

in approximately .78 seconds on a relatively standard desktop computer. While real-time

decoding of whole-brain activity is not new in the native space [23,24], facilitating real-time

https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/Urjl+3X4e
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decoding in the MNI-space might potentially open up a range of new interesting applications.

For instance, multiple “off-the-shelf” decoders have previously been trained to predict subjective

and physiological outcomes including fear [25,26], negative emotions [16], guilt [27], empathy

[28], threat conditioning [29], skin conductance reactivity and autonomic responses [25,30].

Conducting MNI space neurofeedback could potentially help validate such decoders by directly

studying the link between the decoders’ expression and their predicted outcome. If this

association can be demonstrated in double-blind experiments, it can represent a strong scientific

demonstration of the role of the targeted representation in generating the studied outcome.

Our results also suggest that the expression of SIIPS seems to be controlled

independently from the expression of NPS. Since both decoders are thought to reflect

independent but related processes in pain perception, these results highlight the high level of

specificity that can be achieved by decoded neurofeedback interventions [5,12]. Previously, it

was suggested that this specificity might be achieved by a mechanism of reinforcement learning

occurring at the level of principal components in the brain [9]. In this view, providing a reward

that is contingent on the activity of specific principal components might lead, over time, to the

specific activation of the targeted brain activity. However, some questions remain regarding the

precise mechanisms of action involved in decoded neurofeedback. For instance, it is still unclear

why the capacity to down- or up-regulate SIIPS should vary. One possibility is that our

experimental design might simply have lacked power in order to reveal the up-regulation of

SIIPS during training. Further studies conducted with a greater number of participants will be

required in order to answer this question.

We chose to target SIIPS rather than NPS because NPS primarily reflects the intensity of

the nociceptive input and might be harder to modulate using decoded neurofeedback [1].

https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/mySWY+Mm7YR
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/zakI9
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/r9nk
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/3KS7
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/P2Xf
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/cquk+mySWY
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/i0lN+olKY
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/En2k
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However, this question could be directly investigated in future studies. One possibility is that

training participants to modulate NPS might indeed influence the processing of stimulus intensity

in the brain and, in turn, affect pain experience. Yet another possibility is that modulating NPS

expression may have no direct influence over the subjective experience. Our previous work with

fear suggests that the latter scenario is a likely possibility [6,17,31] and future research will be

needed in order to fully assess this possibility.

MNI-space decoders present the advantage of avoiding training a different brain decoder

for each participant, which can be both lengthy and expensive. However, training accurate

MNI-space decoders may not always be possible. For instance, previous work indicates that MNI

space decoders of visual processes in the ventral visual stream tend to present relatively low

accuracies [14]. This suggests that all patterns of brain activity may not all be a good target for

MNI space decoding. The approach might be limited to patterns of brain activity presenting low

between-subject variability once they are smoothed and transformed to the MNI space. But, as

our results indicate, when this condition is met MNI space decoders might afford similar levels

of efficacy as within-subject decoders for decoded neurofeedback purposes. As such, these

decoders might represent a good alternative avenue to explore in order to facilitate the

implementation of future decoded neurofeedback studies.

In this study, we had to provide feedback for the output of a brain decoder that is not

naturally bound. In hopes of providing meaningful feedback to participants, we computed how

much the current SIIPS activity deviated from a normative sample estimated from the resting

state data of participants. This novel scaling approach was used in order to address the

difficulties of interpreting the SIIPS decoder output. As we show, this approach was successful in

providing control over SIIPS (Figure 4). Future studies could explore means of improving over

https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/JURM+ysnI+31ug
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/EoeT
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this approach. For instance, one might consider instead providing feedback based on the

distribution of decoder expression during painful stimulations.

The success of our decoded fMRI neurofeedback intervention may have important

implications in designing alternative treatment strategies for patients suffering from pain

disorders. Although pain is one of the primary reasons why individuals seek health care [32], a

significant portion of individuals with pain-related conditions are not receiving relief from

current treatments [33]. Decoded neurofeedback presents a promising alternative because it may

be able to change the representation of pain directly and unconsciously in the human brain. As

demonstrated by the current study, decoded neurofeedback modulated both the expression of

SIIPS and the subjective pain ratings. Even if pain is controlled by current treatments, the

undesired side effects may prolong recovery and severely impact the patient’s quality of life [34].

Decoded neurofeedback operates unconsciously, therefore bypassing potential problems with

treatment expectations and common side-effects of pain treatments. Taken together, integrating

decoded neurofeedback into current interventions may aid in improving the efficacy of

treatments for individuals with pain disorders.

Despite these strengths, some limitations should be noted. The sample size in the present

study was small, with only 16 participants tested. Small sample sizes can reduce both the

statistical power of the study and the reproducibility of results [35]. Therefore, future research

would benefit from studies that include larger pre-registered samples to determine if the effect on

pain found in our current study can be replicated. A larger sample size would also allow to have

more generalizable multilevel models, which may include more random effects. Additionally,

although we demonstrated that decoded neurofeedback could achieve some control over the

expression of SIIPS, our procedure is still suboptimal. For instance, we were expecting the effect

https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/zpal
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/xVbi
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/NNyx
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/NC3R
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of decoded neurofeedback to be specific to the situation where dot motion also appears on the

screen. Instead, we observed a non-specific effect over pain ratings (No main effect or

interaction with Condition in Table 3) that could be more closely related to a general effect of

priming than to associative learning per se. Future studies could study this possibility by

investigating the duration of the effect of neurofeedback on pain ratings. Furthermore, future

studies could explore new ways of achieving better control over the targeted brain representation

[36,37]. This could notably be achieved by exploring new means of scaling and providing

feedback to participants.

One puzzling finding is the absence of effect observed in the up-regulation group. One

possibility is that there is actually an effect that we simply could not reveal with our design. This

is a likely possibility since our results indicate a trend towards significance. The expectation of a

down-regulation effect in the up-regulation group may have also counteracted the effect of

neurofeedback, making it harder to reveal a statistically significant effect. Yet, another possibility

is that there exists a real difference in the capacity to up- or down-regulate SIIPS and that

participants may not learn to up-regulate SIIPS reliably. Since asymmetrical results have

sometimes been observed in other neurofeedback studies [31], a replication study might be

needed to address this question by including a broader up-regulation group and an experimental

manipulation of the expectations of participants.

Overall, this study demonstrates, in a rigorous experimental design, that decoded fMRI

neurofeedback can modulate the subjective experience of pain. These findings yield valuable

knowledge to aid in designing future interventions for patients suffering from pain disorders.

Currently, there is limited research examining the power of real-time brain imaging in

manipulating affective experiences [6,7]. Future studies should aim to replicate and extend the

https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/u0RT+XI35
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/mL7p
https://paperpile.com/c/baiVXb/JURM+iYsY
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current findings to better understand how control over affective processes can be achieved. Our

novel additions to the decoded neurofeedback methodology should allow future studies to

expand and build upon this literature by allowing one to easily target MNI-space decoders.

These innovations could help actualise the promises of decoded neurofeedback to be used more

readily in clinical settings as a complementary psychological intervention.
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